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As the architecture of the soul, the chakra system is the yoke of yoga—the means whereby

mind and body, heaven and earth, and spirit and matter are joined together in the divine union

that is the true meaning of yoga.In this long-awaited book by acclaimed chakra expert Anodea

Judith, you will learn how to use yoga's principles and practices to awaken the subtle body of

energy and connect with your highest source. Using seven vital keys to unlock your inner

temple, you will be guided through practices that open and activate each chakra through

postures, bioenergetic exercises, breathing practices, mantras, guided meditation, and yoga

philosophy. With beautiful step-by-step photographs for each of the poses, along with

guidelines for deeper alignment and activation of the energy body, this book is a valuable

resource for teachers and students alike.Praise:"Anodea Judith's Chakra Yoga is a wonderful

companion to her decades of books and teachings. Providing exploration through yogic

methods for liberating, transforming, and balancing our energetic body and life, it is a gift to the

world."—Shiva Rea, founder of Prana Vinyasa and author of Tending the Heart Fire"For

decades, I have been waiting, wishing, longing for such a book as Anodea Judith's Chakra

Yoga. As always with Anodea, the book is exquisitely presented, deep, practical, inspiring, easy

to follow, contemporary. A MUST HAVE. Enjoy the ride!"—Margot Anand, author of The Art of

Everyday Ecstasy

About the AuthorAmy Blackthorn is a professional intuitive and author of Blackthorn's Botanical

Magic, Sacred Smoke, and Blackthorn's Botanical Brews. She has a certification in

aromatherapy and incorporates her experiences in a traditional witchcraft with her horticulture

studies. Amy's company, Blackthorn's Botanicals, creates tea based on magical herbal

formulas. She has appeared in print as well as on Coast to Coast AM, HuffPoLive, Netflix's Top

Ten Secrets and Mysteries in an episode about Supernatural Abilities. Amy lives in Delaware.

You can visit Amy's tea shop at BlackthornsBotanicals.com and follow her on Instagram at

@amyblackthornauthor.Review“Blackthorn's Protection Magic is a book I wish I'd had when I

was young. For those under the gun, it provides clear, actionable advice to immediately

improve your situation. For beginner magicians, it offers a coherent introduction to sensible

protections. For experienced practitioners, there's a variety of fun and fascinating spells in

many different styles to whet the imagination and inspire your own work. 10/10 recommend” --

Sara Mastros, author of The Big Book of Magical Incense"You can never be too safe!

Blackthorn's Protection Magic is an informative guide for anyone who has ever felt vulnerable.

Each section of the book covers a different topic relating to self-defense, providing readers with

insightful information on protecting oneself from emotional, physical, and even psychic attacks.

Amy's straightforward style makes it easy to read and understand, while providing enough

depth to hold the interest of seasoned practitioners, who are sure to learn some new tricks and

techniques to add to their toolbox. Blackthorn's Protection Magic is an excellent addition to any

witch's library." -- Mat Auryn, author of Psychic Witch and Mastering Magick"What you have

working for you in Blackthorn's Protection Magic: the focus of a martial artist, the wisdom of an

elder, the keen eye of a sharpshooter, the disciplined mind of an investigator, and the

compassion of a counselor. Amy Blackthorn is all of these things, and her latest magical

manual is a practical, realistic, and trustworthy guide that will help you prepare for any kind of

attack--Amy will show you that YOU are your best defense." -- Natalie Zaman, author of



Magical Destinations of the Northeast and Color and Conjure“Protection magic is one of the

most popular reasons for spellwork, and few people know as much about it as Amy Blackthorn.

Blackthorn’s Protection Magic explores spellwork and ritual, much of it drawn from the author’s

own experience, that will help keep you safe in an unsafe world. From simple actions like

planting protective herbs or carrying a crystal to ward off psychic attack, to awareness of PTSD

responses, evasion tactics, and mundane methods of staying safe, Amy blends her knowledge

of witchcraft with her background as a protection specialist, creating a magical and ethical

manual for personal safety. Blackthorn’s Protection Magic is the self-defense handbook you

didn’t know you needed.” -- Patti Wigington, author of Herb Magic, Witchcraft for Healing, and

Badass Ancestors“In a world that makes us constantly feel unsafe, we can easily be riddled

with anxiety about even leaving home. Amy Blackthorn offers us a way to overcome fear by

choosing to be proactive about our personal safety. Casting a protective circle around the

reader, she offers her knowledge, practical advice, and magical techniques for how to avoid

harm, minimize risk, and navigate the ever-present threats. Blackthorn brilliantly weaves her

background in executive security with her witchery, while adding well researched psychological

constructs and emotional considerations into her formula for keeping us safe. I’ve already

implemented parts of the book. Blackthorn’s Protection Magic should be part of our libraries

and our emergency preparedness kits.” -- Cyndi Brannen, author of Entering Hekate’s Garden

and Keeping Her Keys"Blackthorn's Protection Magic is like sitting down with the kind of

experienced, wise witch aunt I think we've all wished for when trouble comes a-knocking. You

know the kind of person I mean: the one who invites you in, makes you a cup of tea, and then

helps you work through whatever challenges you're facing in a clear and down to earth

manner. Amy's approach is refreshingly holistic, covering everything from shielding, wards, and

hex-breaking to physical home protection and how to deal with a whole range of self-defense

scenarios. The section on boundaries, trauma, and mental health is also invaluable. Above

all, Blackthorn's Protection Magic is an affirming, empowering work that not only gives readers

concrete steps they can take to stay safe, but also reminds the reader that they are worth the

fight and to never give up." -- Cat Heath, author of Elves, Witches, and Gods: Spinning Old

Heathen Magic in the Modern Day“A treasure-trove of practical protection magic, Blackthorn’s

Protection Magic is a must-have addition to any witch’s magical library. This guide is filled with

invaluable information for any level practitioner. Amy’s writing is open, easily accessible and

engaging.” -- Rhonda Alin, founder of the Northern New Jersey Tarot Meetup “The world can

be a beautiful place but it can also be a threatening one at times and this book offers you the

spiritual tools to change your reality so that you can stand strong, thrive, and feel the deep

sense of peace that is your birthright. With dozens of spells, checklists, practical advice, and

reference guides, I know Blackthorn's Protection will be the first book I grab when I need some

inspiration to weave some powerful protection magic myself.” -- Madame Pamita, author of

Madame Pamita's Magical Tarot and Baba Yaga's Book of Witchcraft --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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About the AuthorAnodea Judith, PhD, is the founder and director of Sacred Centers, a teaching

organization that promotes sacred knowledge for the transformation of individuals and cultures

(www.SacredCenters.com). A groundbreaking thinker, writer, and worldwide spiritual teacher,

her passion for the realization of untapped human potential matches her concern for

humanity’s impending crises—her fervent wish is that we wake up in time. She holds masters

and doctoral degrees in psychology and human health, with advanced certification in yoga and

lifelong studies of mind-body medicine, mythology, history, psychology, systems theory, and

mystic spirituality.Anodea is considered the country’s foremost expert on the chakras and

therapeutic issues. She teaches worldwide, with workshops and trainings offered across the

United States, Canada, Europe, Asia, and Central America.Llewellyn PublicationsWoodbury,

MinnesotaCopyright InformationAnodea Judith’s Chakra Yoga © 2015 by Anodea Judith.All
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AmericaContentsPostures by ChakraAcknowledgmentsWelcome to the JourneyThe Yoke of

YogaOpening the Inner Templechakra one: Enterchakra two: Alignchakra three: Activatechakra

four: Softenchakra five: Attunechakra six: Illuminatechakra seven: AwakenIntegrateGlossary of

Sanskrit TermsPostures by ChakraChakra OneTadasana: Standing Mountain PoseDandasana:

Staff PoseBharmanasana: Table PoseBasic Bioenergetic GroundingApanasana: Knees to

Chest PoseOpening the Leg ChannelsSupta Padangusthasana: Reclining Hand to Big Toe

PoseSetu Bandha Sarvangasana: Bridge PoseSalabhasana: Locust and Half Locust

PoseBhujangasana: Cobra PoseAdho Mukha Svanasana: Downward Facing Dog

PoseUttanasana: Standing Forward FoldHigh Lunge PoseAdho Mukha Svanasana: Downward



Facing Dog PoseUtkatasana: Awkward Chair PoseUtkata Konasana: Goddess

SquatVrksasana: Tree PoseUtthita Hasta Padangusthasana: Extended Hand to Toe

PoseVirasana & Supta Virasana: Seated & Reclining Hero PoseSiddhasana: Baby Cradle

PoseJanu Sirsasana: Head to Knee Forward BendPaschimottanasana: Seated Forward

BendBalasana: Child’s PoseSavasana: Corpse PoseChakra TwoPelvic PulsesPelvic

BreathWindshield Wiper LegsKnee CirclesSupta Baddha Konasana: Reclined Bound Angleor

Butterfly PoseAnanda Balasana: Happy Baby PoseSucirandhrasana: Eye of the Needle

PoseJathara Parivartanasana: Knee-Down TwistOpen Leg TwistsBaddha Konasana: Bound

Angle or Cobbler PoseUpavistha Konasana: Open-Leg Forward FoldAgnistambhasana: Fire

Log or Double Pigeon PoseUttanasana: Standing Forward FoldAdho Mukha Svanasana:

Downward Facing Dog PoseAnjaneyasana: Deep LungeUttan Pristhasana: Lizard or Humble

Warrior PoseOpen-Leg Child’s Pose to Hanging CobraEka Pada Kapotasana: Pigeon

PoseSupta Baddha Konasana: Savasana with Open LegsChakra ThreeUddiyana Bandha:

Upward Abdominal LockStanding Side StretchVirabhadrasana: Warrior PosesWarrior

IVirabhadrasana: Warrior IIViparita Virabhadrasana: Reverse Warrior PoseWarrior

IIITrikonasana: Triangle PoseArdha Chandrasana: Standing Half Moon PoseUtthita

Parsvakonasana: Extended Side Angle PoseAdho Mukha Svanasana: Downward Facing Dog

PosePhalakasana: Plank PoseParipurna Navasana: Boat PoseDesk or Table Top

PosePurvottanasana: Inclined Plane Pose(literal translation: Intense Stretch of the

East)Vasisthasana: Side PlankParighasana 1: Gate PoseSalabhasana: Locust

PoseDhanurasana: Bow Pulling PoseArdha Matsyendrasana: Half Lord of the Fishes or Seated

Twist PoseSavasana: Corpse PoseChakra FourNadi Shodhana: Alternate Nostril

BreathingKundalini Chakra BreathingClearing the NadisStanding Yoga MudraBelt

StretchGomukhasana: Cow Face PoseMarjaryasana: Cat Pose and Bitilasana: Cow

PoseAnahatasana: Extended Puppy PoseThread the Needle TwistParighasana 2: Half Circle

PoseMatsyasana: Fish PoseUstrasana: Camel PoseBhujangasana: Cobra PoseAdho Mukha

Vrksasana: HandstandUrdvha Dhanurasana: Upward Facing Bow or Wheel PoseMakarasana:

Crocodile PosePartner PosesStand and ConnectMassage Shoulders and ArmsDouble

ArchPyramidRestorative Savasana: Lying Over a BolsterChakra FiveJalandhara Bandha: Chin

LockLateral Shoulder StretchesShoulder ShrugsNeck StretchesSeated Yoga MudraSetu

Bandha Sarvangasana: Bridge PoseMatsyasana: Fish PoseParivrtta Parsvakonasana:

Revolved Side Angle PoseBakasana: Crane PoseKakasana: Crow PoseSasangasana: Rabbit

PoseHalasana: Plow PoseKarnapidasana: Ear Pressure PoseSalamba Sarvangasana:

Shoulder StandNakulasana: Mongoose PoseSavasana: Corpse PoseChakra SixYogic Eye

ExercisesDrawing the Line in TadasanaVirabhadrasana: Warrior IIIParsvottanasana: Intense

Side Stretch PoseGarudasana: Eagle PoseMakarasana II: Dolphin PoseAdho Mukha

Vrksasana: HandstandPincha Mayurasana: Feathered Peacock PoseSavasana: Corpse

PoseChakra SevenNatarajasana: Dancer PoseSirsasana: HeadstandUrdhva Dhanurasana:

Upward Facing Bow or Wheel PoseSavasana: Corpse PoseAcknowledgmentsIt is an illusion

that yoga is something you do alone on your mat. In truth, everything that we learn has come

down to us through a long line of teachers and students, from Patanjali’s first lectures over two

thousand years ago to the creative license teachers take today as they refine poses and create

new traditions. I have never subscribed to any one form of yoga, nor any one teacher, but have

taken the attitude that I can learn something from everyone, even a new teacher freshly out of

her teacher training. However, there are a few leading teachers that stand out and need

mention.I would like to acknowledge Swami Satchidananda and his book Integral Yoga Hatha

for my very first start in yoga back in 1975. Joseph Le Page introduced me to yoga therapy and



gave me my first certification in that discipline. When the going got tough and my health

challenges would have kept me off the mat, John Friend kept me inspired, practicing, and

learning, as did many of the wonderful teachers in the Anusara lineage, such as Sianna

Sherman, Jonas Westring, Todd Norian, Martin Kirk, and BJ Galvan. Seane Corn and Shiva

Rea continue to raise the bar of what yoga can be and do for the world, for which I am grateful

and continually inspired. Rodney Yee has shown me what exquisite teaching is like. Matthew

Sanford puts to shame anyone who allows themselves to be limited by disabilities and keeps

me transcending my own. Bikram and Sumits yoga have allowed me to sweat out the years of

antibiotics and toxins that have helped my healing. Kripalu Yoga Center has been a consistent

home for my teachings for nearly two decades, and I have studied with many excellent

teachers there.In the creation of this book, I would like to first acknowledge Bobbi Lance of

Yuzu Studios and Larry Martinez, her assistant, for the professional photography work and

Bobbi’s patience with sorting through thousands of images. I have only the highest praise for

the models, Sarah Jenness and Mark Silva, who held difficult poses under bright, hot lights,

hour after hour, refining and repeating, showing up in spite of other challenges (like being in

the middle of moving!) and keeping us all laughing and having fun with yoga.I couldn’t do any

of this without my trusty assistants: Shanon Dean, who manages everything in the Sacred

Centers office so that I can spend time writing and teaching, and Gianna Perada, who helped

with some of the fastidious tasks of formatting and other office details. My partner, Ramone

Yaciuk, put up with me while I turned the living room into a photo studio and buried myself in

my office writing. Thanks to Nini Gridley, who handles the Sacred Centers Certification

Program and keeps me dancing along the rainbow bridge.I would like to give heartfelt

appreciation to Carl Weschcke for publishing my first book, Wheels of Life, back in 1987. Carl,

this book is my “thank you” for believing in me back when I was a nobody and for helping to put

the chakras on the worldwide map of conscious awakening. Also at Llewellyn, I would like to

thank Angela Wix and Becky Zins for editing and layout, and Bill Krause for pestering me for

another book long enough to get me to write this one. Thanks also to publicist Kat Sanborn,

who gave me such wonderful support in getting this book out.I would like to thank all the

studios and retreat centers that have sponsored my teachings, as the workshops allow me to

continually refine this work, and last, but certainly not least, the thousands of students who

have studied with me, investing their time, money, and energy in learning about the chakras,

and who have, in turn, taught me so much.It takes far more than a village to create a body of

work, and I am deeply grateful for all who have graced my path of the chakras along the

way.DisclaimerThis book contains suggested yoga practices and is not intended to replace

necessary medical attention from a qualified healthcare provider. Consult your physician before

engaging in any new exercise program. Not every exercise is recommended for every person

or condition, and caution should be used in engaging with any physical practice that is

unfamiliar.If you are new to yoga, the postures within these pages are best learned from a live

class with a qualified instructor. Do not continue anything that causes pain or aggravates a

current condition. No guarantees are made for any results from this program, and no liability is

assumed for any direct or indirect damages that may result. The information in this book is to

be used carefully and at your own risk.Welcome to theJourneyThe practice of yoga brings us

face to face with the extraordinary complexity of our own being.~sri aurobindoIfirst stumbled

upon yoga back in early 1975. At that time there were no large classes, workshops, or major

magazines on the subject to be found; there were few teachers or even trainings, and only a

handful of esoteric books. Most people thought the word yoga referred to some kind of

fermented dairy food that came in little plastic cups. Chakras were even more obscure.Classes



for six to eight students were held in people’s living rooms. We wore baggy white pants and T-

shirts. Rather than mats, we stretched out on towels. Poses were simple and held for a long

time, accompanied by slow, deep breaths. I remember how the teacher burned incense and

chanted something in a language I didn’t understand, but it all sounded lovely and left me with

a feeling of having just been to church. I was hooked.I bought what books I could find and

spread them out in my attic apartment, trying to copy the poses as best I could—so I know well

what it’s like to study yoga from a book. I was lucky if I could even get into one of those pretzel-

like configurations, never mind whether I was doing it right, with all the subtle cues taught

today. But I practiced and breathed, chanted and meditated daily until it began to transform

me.I felt so good and couldn’t understand why everyone wasn’t doing yoga. I quickly became

one of those insufferable converts who could talk of nothing else. It wasn’t long before people

asked me to show them what I was doing—to demonstrate some poses. Intrigued, my friends

asked me to teach a class. At that time I knew nothing of teacher trainings or even of proper

alignment techniques, but, naively, I started teaching what I knew.I was reading everything I

could on consciousness, psychology, metaphysics, mysticism, and spirituality. It was in a

classic book by Ram Dass, The Only Dance There Is, that I first read the word chakra. It was

like a shot of energy ran through my whole body. Somehow I knew in that moment that I had

found a profound key that simultaneously unlocked and tied together just about everything. I

couldn’t stop thinking about it.I was also doing a lot of meditation at the time, having been

initiated into Transcendental Meditation (TM) back in 1972, sleeping only about four hours a

night because I was meditating so much. One day, while meditating, I had my one and only out-

of-body experience: I saw myself sitting in full lotus position with a book in my lap. It was on the

chakra system, and it had my name on it. I knew then that the chakra system was to become

my life’s work.At the time I was making my living as an artist (if you could call it a living),

painting large interior murals of visionary landscapes. I discovered that my state of

consciousness affected the clarity of my painting, so I began a systematic purification of my

diet, eliminating coffee, meat, and—much as I hate to admit I ever used them—cigarettes. I

had an application all filled out to go to art school in New York City, but I threw it in the trash

after my vision of the chakra book and abruptly changed course in my life.I started teaching

yoga along the lines of the chakra system, creating a seven-week series that focused on each

chakra in turn. People were transforming before my eyes! Four decades later, the chakra

system has led me to studying and teaching all over the world and writing a number of best-

selling books, starting with Wheels of Life, published in 1987, and culminating in the book you

now hold in your hands. The chakra system has become my archetype of wholeness and my

holy grail.Today yoga centers are popping up everywhere, the way churches did in the first few

centuries of Christianity. Mats line up wall to wall, with little space to spare in classes of

hundreds. A 2012 study conducted by Yoga Journal 1 showed that 20.4 million Americans

practice yoga, spending over $10 billion a year on classes, workshops, products, and media.

Some find it merely a means to a healthier, sleeker body. Others use yoga as a method of

stress reduction. Some, I’m sure, find it the trendy thing to do. Yet regardless of what drives a

person to their mat, the deeper gifts of yoga eventually reveal themselves. A healthier body

produces a more refined state of awareness and greater sensitivity. Flexibility allows a new

kind of freedom, not only in your body but in your life. Strength helps you get through tough

situations. Subtle energies become less subtle, inviting curiosity about our deeper nature.

Consciousness emerges as a new frontier. Yoga philosophy creeps into your viewpoint on life.

More than just a physical practice, yoga begins to emerge as a life path—an entire tapestry of

philosophy, practices, behavior guidelines, and insights—and a doorway into another world.My



personal path in yoga has been neither easy nor straightforward. About ten years after I began

to practice, I was struck down by a severe case of Lyme disease that went undiagnosed for five

years and had me on the way to a wheelchair, though it never got quite that bad. My tissues

were so sensitive that I couldn’t rest my forearms on the edge of a table or clap my hands

together, let alone hold a Downward Dog because of the pain in my hands and elbows. My

joints were painful with every move, and everything having to do with yoga was affected:

flexibility, balance, strength, mental clarity, and the ability to endure pressure on any part of my

body. Even kneeling on a mat was painful. It took fifteen years to rebuild my body and strength

again, and even longer to accept that I would never be able to touch my feet to the back of my

head, walk across the room on my hands, or grace the cover of Yoga Journal in a fancy pose.

Yet I believe yoga is one of the reasons I have been less debilitated than many who suffer from

Lyme disease, and for that I am immensely grateful.Now, in my sixties, I see what a blessing

this has been, for it has forced me to discover a deeper level of yoga—the yoga of the subtle

body and the discovery of the inner world of awakening, rather than the outer world of

performance. Working with a compromised body, I was forced to listen intently to the inner

teaching of each pose. I’ve learned to use the postures to move and enhance the flow of my

subtle energy more than perfecting the outer form of the pose.Often too shy to go to classes

where I would be expected to perform beyond my capability, I went deeper into my own

practice at home, finding my cues from within. Not that I didn’t study with teachers—as I got

healthier, I studied everything from Anusara to Zen—but my own body was the fundamental

laboratory. My inner guru became my best teacher as I experimented on the mat, coming up

with my own discoveries.In addition, I trained as a somatic psychotherapist with a focus on

bioenergetics and trauma work, marrying my love of psychology with the workings of the body

and eventually getting my doctorate with a focus on mind-body medicine. Bioenergetics, which

was grandfathered by Wilhelm Reich and his students John Pierrakos and Alexander Lowen, is

a therapeutic approach to the human psyche that works through the energetic processes of the

body. Bioenergetics seeks to dissolve psychological defenses and body armor through freeing

up the life force of the body, which in yoga is called prana. Through my studies and private

practice as a somatic therapist, I found ways of moving the subtle energy through my clients

and students, then took these techniques into a workshop format to share with others.What

emerged was my unique style of chakra-based yoga combined with bioenergetic techniques,

which I have taught for over two decades of traveling the world as a workshop presenter. This

yoga is more about the inner world than the outer. It is focused more on the subtle energy than

on the mechanics of a pose. It embraces the chakras as a profound path to divine awakening

within your own inner temple, which is what yoga has always been.This book is my tribute to

the royal road of yoga and all that it has taught me. It is my humble offering of the map I have

used to navigate the chakra path. Using this map, you can rise to heights or nestle into

delicious depths, blaze forth in power or open your heart in softest intimacy. Once you

understand this map, you can use it for the rest of your life to go wherever you want to go. You

can diagnose and address your imbalances by using techniques and postures that transform

you—not instantaneously but systematically over time.I am honored to offer this guidebook for

the inner journey along the mythical rainbow bridge that represents the seven chakras and

connects heaven and earth through the center of each person. I believe that our task as

humans is to learn to create heaven on earth, and learning the stepping-stones of the chakras

is a template for the transformation of individuals and the cultures we live in. This map tells you

how to do it. May your travels take you on a glorious journey.Namaste.[contents]1 http://

www.yogajournal.com/press/yoga_in_americaThe Yoke of YogaYoga is the spiritual language



through which we poetically dance with the Divine.~anodea judithThe word yoga means yoke

or union. Yoga is a set of principles, beliefs, and practices for yoking matter to spirit, body to

mind, personal to universal, and mortal to immortal. It is a path for aligning and opening more

deeply to the Divine, not only for liberation and transcendence but also for manifestation and

immanence. Yoga has always been a path to higher states of consciousness, but it is

simultaneously a path for bringing divine energy down into us, to shine out through us and

radiate out into the world. Ultimately this path dissolves separation between self and Divine

until we realize there really is no difference. Inner and outer worlds are one inseparable,

ecstatic emanation of the Divine. We are that.If yoga means yoke—what hitches one thing to

another—then the chakra system is the architecture of that yoke, providing a comprehensive

map to the way the mortal and the Divine yoke together. Much as anatomy texts describe the

architecture of the body through the bones, muscles, and organs, the chakra system describes

the architecture of the soul through seven subtle energy centers shining out from our core. The

elegant arrangement and meaning of these centers provide a map for the journey to divine

realization and an evolutionary map for our civilization’s next awakening. When you open up

these sacred centers within yourself, you awaken the Divine within your own inner temple.As a

yoke, the chakra system is a bridge between polarities: heaven and earth, inner and outer,

above and below, matter and consciousness, mind and body. This bridge is made from

stepping-stones of energy centers arranged along a vertical channel running through the

central core of each one of us. In yoga, this vertical channel is called the sushumna. It is one of

many energetic pathways, called nadis, that carry the flow of our vital life force.The stepping-

stones of the chakras form a ladder upon which we can travel up and down our central axis,

climbing up to heaven or getting down to earth, reaching up toward liberation and

transcendence or stepping down into manifestation and immanence. The goal of the chakra

system is not some otherworldly or disembodied enlightenment but rather wholeness and

integration, spanning the full spectrum of human possibility. In this way, the chakra system

provides both a ladder for liberation and a map for manifestation. 2 It is simultaneously a

template for transformation and a profound formula for wholeness.The purpose of chakra-

based yoga is to create vibrant health and spiritual awakening through contact with the divine

energy of Shakti moving freely through your core and activating all of your chakras. Shakti is

the name of the Hindu goddess of primordial energy. She is what everything is made of—the

basic life force within and around you. It is said that Shakti is always seeking Shiva, her divine

partner, who represents pure consciousness. In her search, Shakti rises up the spine, piercing

and awakening each chakra in turn. In this way, she becomes Kundalini-Shakti—the vital

energy that awakens the chakras. Chakra-based yoga is a way to prepare the body for the

emergence of your spiritual fire.Let this book be a travel guide for your journey to sacred

places. Decide what part of the temple you want to explore and use the keys revealed in these

pages to open that sacred chamber in your inner palace. Take good care of yourself while you

travel, listening deeply to your own body and the still, small voice within. Enjoy the process of

each chakra as you Enter, Align, Activate, Soften, Attune, Illuminate, and finally Awaken the

Divine Presence within you. From this awakening, shed light for others. Shine the way along

the rainbow path, and help the world come into wholeness once again.How to Use This

BookThis book is about how to focus your yoga practice on the chakras and how to use yoga

to access your subtle energy by using postures, pranayama (breath control), mantras, imagery,

and meditation. It is written for anyone who wants to explore the chakras through specific

practices, for beginning and intermediate yoga practitioners, and especially for yoga teachers

who want to bring this material to their students. Even advanced yogis, while not finding new



poses herein, may find new ways of understanding these poses from a chakra

perspective.While most yoga books organize their postures by sitting, standing, back-bending,

or inversions, I have cataloged the postures and other practices according to the chakras. At

the end of each chapter, a suggested sequence, or flow, is listed if you want to focus on one

chakra at a time. In general, there are fewer poses specifically for the upper three chakras, as

practice for these chakras has more to do with chanting, visualizing, and meditating. Therefore,

sequences for the upper chakras involve repeating postures given in previous chakras but with

the slightly different focus of linking movements from the base chakra upward. This book does

not contain a lot of complex or advanced poses, as I believe these are better learned in a live

setting from a qualified teacher.Dividing the classic postures into their various chakras is not

cut and dried, however. Many postures, if not most, influence several chakras at once. Other

postures influence one chakra or another depending upon your focus or even your variation of

the pose. Postures for one chakra may be useful for opening another. Forming a solid

foundation in chakra one will support the expansion of the heart, or the activation of the power

center. A posture whose focal point is in the heart, for example, may be very useful in opening

the throat or third eye center. Using your third eye to visualize a lower chakra will help send the

energy to that part of the body. For this reason, some of the basic poses will appear in more

than one chakra.Each chakra chapter opens with a chart of basic principles, properties, and

purposes of each chakra, along with a keyword—which, as its name implies, is a kind of

spiritual key that unlocks that particular chakra when put into practice. The chapter then talks

about the basic concepts of each chakra in more detail before going into specific practices to

implement them. Then follows a meditation on sensing the subtle energy of each chakra before

going on to the more physical practices. This meditation is a nice way to focus your practice—

or, if you are teaching a series of classes on the chakras, these meditations can be a good way

to start your class. Each chapter concludes with a different focus for Savasana, or Corpse

Pose, usually done at the end of a yoga class. At the very end of each chapter, the poses are

listed as a posture flow for that chakra, with thumbnail pictures put in a logical

sequence.Following the InstructionsThere is no substitute for a skilled teacher. Reading

instructions in a book while holding yourself upside down or looking at a picture while trying to

sort out right leg from left is very cumbersome. I know because I checked out a lot of books as

I worked on this manuscript!For this reason, I have kept the initial instructions very basic: first

do this, then do that. These instructions are numbered 1, 2, 3, etc. Do them in order, and do

not skip a step. If you find yourself at your limit in one step, stay there; do not go on to the next

step until you are ready.I find that new students who are just trying to get their feet and hands

in the right place are overwhelmed with too many subtle instructions, and those who already

know the basic shape of the pose are only interested in the subtler alignment cues. Therefore, I

have followed the basic numbered instructions with bulleted guidelines. In general, the order

here is less important. These refer to the subtler movements within a pose, such as hugging

into your core, rooting down into your legs, rotating your thighs, lifting your crown, etc. They

may also include variations for beginners to make the pose easier and the use of props. Since

the nature of injuries and limitations vary greatly, I have listed common contraindications as

“avoid or use caution” because, in some cases, a condition may be mild enough to still do the

pose, but caution is still necessary. Pregnancy is often a contraindication in many poses,

depending on how far along you are in that process. If you are pregnant, get an experienced

prenatal teacher to help you with the poses appropriate to your stage of pregnancy and level of

ability.In referencing the poses, I give the name both in Sanskrit (the language of ancient India)

and in English whenever possible, though Americans have ways of creating poses that were



never known in Sanskrit. In referring to poses, when they are mentioned elsewhere, I use the

phrasing you will find in most yoga classes. Tadasana (Standing Mountain Pose) and

Uttanasana (Standing Forward Fold), for example, will be referenced in their Sanskrit names.

Downward Facing Dog (Adho Mukha Svanasana) or Table Position (Bharmanasana) are

referred to in English, since fewer people are familiar with their Sanskrit names.Humanity is

now being asked to play together in a grand symphony of creation. But as any musician can tell

you, to play in a symphony you have to practice, practice, practice.anodea judithPracticeIf you

were to enter a temple, a church, a synagogue, or any other holy place, you would hopefully

pause at the threshold and take a moment to adjust your focus from the mundane to the

sacred. You would know you were entering a special place, one that required focused attention,

an attitude of reverence, or at least respect. You would prepare yourself for encountering the

Divine.Getting on your mat is no different. While yoga is a cultivation of attitude that occurs

throughout your day, your mat becomes the sacred classroom you enter whenever you

practice. Therefore, your mat becomes like an outer temple, a place to step onto with

reverence and intention, to hold you in grace as you open your inner temple.So each day

before you step onto your mat, think about your intention. Why are you practicing? What do you

hope to accomplish today? Perhaps you want to dedicate your practice toward some purpose—

the healing of a friend, the contribution to a peaceful world, or the resolution of a difficulty.

Perhaps you want to calm your mind, heal your own body, purify, or develop strength. Set your

intention first, then step consciously onto your mat.When I teach, I ask students to tape a string

lengthwise right down the middle of their mat. They can put a little tape at the top and bottom,

or some like to take markers and simply draw a line on their mat. This emphasizes the center

line, which in turn emphasizes the center line within the body. As we rise and fall in our various

postures on the mat, we continually align our central channel, the sushumna, with the center

line down the mat. We can also orient the four corners of our body to the corners of the mat,

and in chakra one we will look more deeply at grounding the four corners of the body and limbs

in our practice.I also like to arrange my mat precisely on the floor, whether I practice at home

or in a class, meaning that I place it with regard to the orientation of the room or to the other

mats around me. Putting your mat down helter-skelter doesn’t contribute to your alignment,

whereas proper orientation to your surroundings, fellow students, floorboards, furniture,

windows, or scenery can enhance your body’s relationship to physical space.Yoga is not about

touching your toes or standing on your head or folding yourself into a lotus pretzel. It’s about

how you do what you do and how you live your daily life on a moment-to-moment basis.erich

schiffmannCreating Your Own PracticeYoga is fundamentally a practice. While there are many

texts that can teach you its philosophy, guidelines, and principles, you learn yoga from the

laboratory of your own body. Your awareness is the inner guru that will teach you. Your practice

is the place where you enter the crucible, heat up your body, and alchemize lead into gold.

Through trial and error, effort and surrender, learning and teaching, you gradually discover

what yoga is and does. It is through cumulative practice that you learn yoga.If you made an

appointment for a massage or to get your teeth cleaned, you would likely show up for your

appointment on time and not do anything else during that hour. If you actually schedule your

practice with the same integrity as if you were going to a class or having an appointment, you

are more likely to keep at it.Find a time that works for you. Practicing in the morning gets your

body energized, open, and balanced for the day. Practicing in the afternoon is great since your

body won’t feel as stiff as it does first thing in the morning. Practicing in the evening is a nice

way to let go of stress from the day, but it’s not a good time for vigorous or energizing

poses.Taking a longer yoga retreat by enrolling in one of the many workshops offered by



qualified teachers all over the world is a good way to boost your yoga to a new level. Practicing

for several hours at a time, several days in a row, gives you something beyond the effects of an

occasional class or even a daily practice. You don’t have time to slip back to your old ways.

Muscles develop, flexibility opens, and you have new skills (as well as friends) to guide you on

your path. You are guaranteed to end up in a different place than where you started.Ultimately

your practice is like a relationship. It requires time and attention. It must be cultivated with good

communication, intimacy, and respect. And like a relationship, you may need occasional

therapy! Engaging a skilled yoga instructor for a private session can be very helpful, especially

if you have injuries or chronic pain and need some individualized variations on the poses. Yoga

therapy can help you understand the subtleties of alignment in your own body by addressing

your own innate tendencies. It can help you understand the “issues in your tissues” with

someone who can adjust postures to your individual needs.There is more in this book than

anyone can do in a single session. Therefore, you will want to have a way of creating your own

practice that keeps you in balance. You may want to focus on a particular chakra, or you may

want to do a few poses from each chakra to have a full-spectrum experience. Always let your

body and your needs be your guide, but be mindful that most of us favor what’s easy and avoid

what is difficult. Make sure you balance your strenuous poses with relaxation and vice versa.

Over time, balance your upper-chakra focus with lower-chakra grounding and movement, your

forward bends with backbends, and your strength poses with postures of surrender. Find the

poses that bring you the most benefit and that work your stiffest places and your weakest

chakras.You must savor the fragrance of a posture. Until you are relaxed, you cannot savor the

fragrance.b.k.s. iyengarHow Long Do You Hold a Pose?In general, I avoid giving instructions

for how long to hold a pose in a written book. This is for several reasons.In my opinion, most

yoga classes move through poses far too quickly and do not allow the student to really “find”

the pose. This makes for slower progress in the long run, as speed can allow bad habits to

form and you can miss the “aha” that comes when alignment falls into place. Muscles and

connective tissue take time to release. In your home practice, take as much time as you need

to find your center and develop your ease in the pose. Often that takes longer than you think,

so err on the side of holding the pose longer. If possible, wait until you feel the pose happening

by itself—an internal letting go that takes you to a deeper level. If you are in too much

discomfort to remain in the pose for more than a few moments, then back off a bit and take it to

a milder level. Deep, effortless breathing is a good sign that you are there. As a former piano

teacher once said to me, “Practice slow before you try to play it fast.”Everyone’s body and

abilities are different. Just as it is in a yoga class, what may be too short a time for one person

to hold a pose is already way too long for another. The idea of yoga is to find your center, your

stability, and your grace. Pushing yourself to hold a pose when you are suffering or pushing

yourself to move too fast to really feel the pose negates the deeper purpose of yoga. That

purpose is not performance but increased body consciousness.Our world is full of people who

tell you how to look, move, have sex, and be. This means you shape yourself by outer

instruction rather than inner guidance. While good yoga instruction is important, it is more

empowering to find out what your body needs from the inside. Having too many external

commands takes you out of your inner temple rather than deeper within it. The ultimate point is

to deeply feel your own body and breath within each pose. Ask your body how long to hold the

pose. Follow your own inner timing.It is unlikely you will hold a pose for too long unless you are

in pain, straining a muscle or injury, pushing too hard, or “spacing out” in the pose. In a home

practice, it is much more likely that you will rush through a pose and not hold it long enough. As

you continue your practice and gain skill at the postures, try holding the pose a little longer



each time. For balance and strength poses, this will increase your endurance. For poses of

surrender, you will find a deeper letting go.Yoga is not about self-improvement;it’s about self-

acceptance.gurmukh kaur khalsaFinding Your EdgeYoga happens whenever your

consciousness pays close attention to what you are doing, whether you are reaching for the

peanut butter jar on a top shelf or holding a posture. Yoga happens when you bring breath to

your body, attention to a feeling, or whenever you penetrate that space between your thoughts

and enter a deeper presence in the moment. Yoga happens when your actions are conscious,

deliberate, and aligned with your values and virtues. It happens whenever you are connected

to grace.In practicing on your mat, however, yoga happens at your edge. Many poses have

beginning, intermediate, and more advanced positions or variations. There are also a wide

variety of possibilities as to how far you move into a pose. For instance, a standing forward

bend like Uttanasana is the same pose whether your hands come all the way down to the floor

or you can only reach your knees. In fact, there is a lot more happening for the person who can

only reach their knees than the one who has already opened up their hamstrings to full

flexibility. Where the important “happening” takes place is right at your edge.How do you find

your edge?In each pose, there is a delicate place between your comfort zone—that place

where you can move easily, without undue effort, strain, pain, or resistance—and where the

efforts become more intense or the natural pain and resistance of your body makes itself

apparent. Often pushing into pain will make the body go into contraction, and the whole

process of opening will take even longer.Yet to progress in yoga, you do want to gently push

your edge. If you only stay in your comfort zone, you will not deepen your yoga. The idea is not

to jump over your comfort zone but to expand your comfort zone. As you continue to practice

yoga, your comfort zone naturally expands—not only in your body but also in your life. You

become less reactive, more centered, and more able to handle the stress of outer situations.

Expanding your comfort zone means that you can move more deeply into a pose and still be

without pain, connected with your breath, and enjoy the pose.Your edge is there for a reason. It

was put there at one time to keep you safe. It may contain unfelt emotions, repressed

memories, or physical injuries from which you are still healing. If you can bring your

consciousness precisely to that edge and feel what is happening there, your body-mind can

begin to process what you are holding and release it. Be curious about what is going on at your

edge. Explore exactly where you are holding, and feel into it deeply. Breathe into it and let the

breath do the work of opening your body, rather than pushing.Being curious doesn’t mean you

have to identify the source of the discomfort, as in the event from your childhood that taught

you to contract. That is helpful, but it doesn’t always shift the body. What shifts the body is

conscious acknowledgment of what is locked and saying inside, “It’s okay—you can relax just a

little. You don’t have to hold on like that anymore.”For instance, if I am bending forward in an

open-leg forward bend, I will feel my resistance at some point in my inner thighs. If I have a

curiosity about what muscles are holding, where I am contracting, or what I am feeling, I can

gently begin to relax and let go, little by little, without pushing. My progress may be a quarter of

an inch at a time, but over time that amounts to a lot of progress, and it occurs without injury.

Understanding your edge gives you a greater sensitivity to your body and its boundaries, and it

serves you well in other situations.Let the breath be the thread that weaves your mind and

body together.rodney yeeUtilizing the BreathAdditionally, you can use the breath to work your

edge. When you find a tight spot, imagine that you can breathe right into that spot, fill it with air,

and then allow it to release as you exhale. Repeat this many times in each place where you

feel resistance.The breath is the link between consciousness and unconsciousness and

between body and mind. While we normally breathe unconsciously, we can bring



consciousness to the breath when we desire to do so. We can focus the breath on a particular

chakra, on a body part, or on a thought, emotion, or shape. We can hold the breath full or we

can hold it empty, but most of all we can use the breath to create space and expansion in the

body. We create energy or relaxation depending on how we breathe. This book will contain

many breathing practices for the chakras, from bandhas that hold and lock the breath into

various parts of the body to rapid Kundalini breaths designed to energize the different chakras.

A more detailed exploration of the breath is included in the chapter on the fourth chakra, whose

element is air.That’s exactly how it is in yoga. The places where you have the most resistance

are actually the places that are going to be the areas of the greatest liberation.RODNEY

YEEParadoxical StretchingHolding patterns come from past experiences in which we

contracted, braced, or shut down. Often they become stuck in the body because they did not

get to finish their expression and have since become frozen in that unfinished state. This is

especially true in the cases of trauma and post-traumatic stress disorders (PTSD).Your

contraction occurred slowly over time and may be the result of years or decades of holding

yourself in a certain way. That means it will unravel slowly as well. For the brain-body interface

to really process this unraveling, it must be done very gradually, carefully following the body

with your consciousness.One way to work with this is by allowing the contraction, or the

tightness, to first exaggerate and then release, slowly going back and forth several times like

an accordion.Here’s a way to try this right now, using the shoulders as an example since most

people carry at least some tension there.31. Bring your attention to your shoulders and notice

any tension or discomfort that might be there. Simply feel it and acknowledge it.2. Notice what

you are doing muscularly or energetically to create that tension. Are you drawing your

shoulders slightly upward toward your ears or in toward your neck? Are you subtly holding your

breath, tilting your head forward, or tightening your arms?3. Whatever you can identify that you

are unconsciously doing, make it conscious by doing it on purpose and exaggerating it, making

it larger. If you are unconsciously lifting your shoulders toward your ears just slightly, do it even

more. If you are subtly holding your breath, do it even more. Exaggerate what you are doing so

that you can fully feel it.4. When you can’t go any further in the direction of doing it more,

slowly begin to do it less, or “undo” what you are doing, following the body as it unravels itself

from that habitual response. It’s important to move very slowly as you unravel your habitual

response, and simply follow your body as it moves to a new place. Stay with it until the

unraveling feels complete, and take a moment to sense this new place without moving.5. When

your undoing comes to a natural resting place, simply let yourself be. See if something new has

emerged. Experience that newness and give it a moment to anchor in your

awareness.GranthisThe word granthi is Sanskrit for knot and refers to the stuck places in your

chakras—places where the sushumna, or central axis, gets knotted up and does not allow the

prana to pass through. I believe that knots can occur in any chakra, though classic sources

vary, stating that they occur in the first, fourth, and sixth chakras, while others say they occur in

the fourth, fifth, and sixth chakras. It is said that the fiery energy of Kundalini pierces these

knots the way a heated rod pushes through the knots in a bamboo stick. To free the energy

that travels up and down the spine, we need to untie the knots in the chakras.I like to think of

these knots as places where we are “not”—places where we will not or cannot or do not go

inside ourselves. Opening the knots is about turning a chronic no into a flowing yes or at least

a choice. Untying these knots can sometimes create an intense flow of energy, such as the

rush of Kundalini, and must be done slowly and carefully, opening all the chakras and keeping

a good sense of your ground.BandhasThe word bandha means lock—not in the sense of a

locked door, but more like a channel lock in a waterway, designed to hold energy. In the same



way that the previous accordion exercise re-creates the pattern of our chronic holding in order

to release that holding, the practice of using bandhas is like creating knots on purpose in order

to help the prana flow into new places. When the knots are held, the prana builds up; when the

knots are released, the prana flows.Imagine a big tube of water with sides flexible enough to

squeeze. If you pinch the tube at the bottom, the water will rise toward the top—but as soon as

you release your pressure, the water will fall right back down again. If you had a way to bind

the tube at a certain height, the water could stay near the top. Bandhas are a way of

consciously creating locks in the central channel for the purpose of sending energy into various

chakras. They are an essential tool in the practice of postures and breathing practices, as they

direct the subtle energy.The three classic bandhas we will refer to in this book areMula bandha,

the root lock, related to chakra oneUddiyana bandha, or abdominal lock, related to chakra

threeJalandhara bandha, or chin lock, related to chakra fiveUsing a bandha at one chakra can

stimulate chakras above and below it depending on your intention, what posture you’re in, and

whether you are holding the breath when it’s full or empty. Instructions for practicing bandhas

will be described in their respective chakras listed above.Basic Posture Starting PointsThere

are three postures that are referred to again and again as starting points for doing other

postures. These postures are Tadasana, or Standing Mountain Pose; Dandasana, or Staff

Pose; and Table Position (technically called Bharmanasana but rarely referred to by that

name).Tadasana: Standing Mountain PoseThis pose forms the central pillar of your yoga

practice, as it is the simplest upright pose there is. The whole body is like a pillar from earth to

heaven. Your core is vertically aligned, with all your chakras stacked on top of each other. (This

is also true for handstand and headstand, but they are more difficult, whereas anyone who can

stand up straight can do Tadasana.) I have even heard it said that if you do Tadasana properly

and can hold it steady for one hour, you don’t need to do any other postures that day. Despite

its simplicity, this pose has a lot going on. While many teachers give a lot of anatomical

commands for creating Tadasana, I prefer to let students find it through their chakras and

subtle energy. Build your Tadasana from the ground up, chakra by chakra.tadasana %²standing

mountain pose,position atadasana %²standing mountain pose,position b1. Establish chakra one.

Stand with your feet parallel, hip-width apart. Feel the floor beneath your feet and root into it,

lifting the toes, spreading them widely, then deliberately placing them on the floor. Distribute

your weight evenly on both feet, perhaps rocking slightly back and forth from one foot to

another to find your center of gravity. When you do find this center, lock it into place by

simultaneously pressing downward and outward with your feet, as if you were trying to widen

your yoga mat. Hug the muscles of your legs into your bones, slightly lifting your kneecaps.

Point your tailbone down to the center of the square formed by your feet. (Tadasana can also

be done with feet together. This makes for a smaller base and more difficulty grounding but

places more emphasis on the core.)2. Establish chakra two. Allow your pelvis and hips to sway

gently forward and back, making smaller and smaller movements as you sense your center,

aligning your second chakra over your base. It should feel like something clicks into place.

Gently rotate your inner thighs toward the back, hollowing out the groin area in the front of your

hips. Slightly increase the curve of your sacrum, then extend the tip of your tailbone down

toward the earth. Firm your abdominal muscles by pulling the navel in toward the spine.3.

Establish your third chakra. Lift your ribs up out of your hips without puffing them forward,

opening the kidneys slightly toward the back body. Lengthen the sides of your body between

your hips and your armpits, being careful not to lift your shoulders toward your ears. Firm up

your belly and fire up your third chakra by hugging into the midline.4. Open your fourth chakra.

Lift your sternum, rotating the upper arms toward the back body and pointing the shoulder



blades down the back. Imagine your third and fourth chakras can move independently. Open

your heart and soften your chest.5. Align your fifth chakra. Draw upward from your clavicles

toward the base of your skull, bringing the top of your neck back and up. Lower your shoulders

away from your ears. Soften your jaw and lips. Relax your tongue.6. Focus on the sixth chakra.

Pick a focal point a few feet in front of you. Draw your attention backward into the center of your

head at brow level. Soften your gaze or even close your eyes.7. Lift the crown chakra. Extend

up toward your crown chakra at the midpoint of the top of your head and align your upper

chakras with your heart. Imagine the thousand-petaled lotus blossoming out from your crown

as your attention stays calmly in the exact center of your lotus.8. Align from the inside. Close

your eyes and imagine that you are dropping a plumb line down from the center of your

seventh chakra. See if it feels like all your chakras align through your innermost core.9. Bring

your hands to prayer position over your heart, fingers pointing upward, aligning your inner

palms with your sacred core.10. Take a deep breath. As you exhale, draw the corners of your

mouth upward toward your ears!Guidelines• Press evenly into the four corners of the feet and

imagine the first chakra symbol on the floor forming your foundation (more on this in chapter 1).

Feel the solidity of the floor supporting you.Bend and straighten your knees a few times to

energize the legs.Build the pose from the ground upward. Press down and slightly outward with

your feet to create stability through your hips.Do not lock the knees or hyperextend. Find the

core of each leg. Hug your leg muscles in toward the bones and draw the kneecaps up

slightly.Firm the muscles on the front of your belly without hardening.Imagine your chakras

clicking into place, each one on top of the one below it, aligned from base to crown.Find the

ease in the pose and allow your whole body to expand with the breath.Dandasana: Staff

PoseThis pose is good for launching seated postures, forward bends, and some backbends. It

calls for both lifting and rootedness as well as awareness of your legs and your

core.dandasana %² staff pose1. Sit upright on the floor with your legs extended out in front of

you.2. Make an L shape with your body, lifting your crown.3. Flex your feet, extend into your

heels, and press the back of your knees toward the floor while drawing the legs together.4.

Press the tailbone toward the back, firm up the belly, lift the ribs, take the shoulders back, and

lift into your crown.5. Press your hands into the ground alongside your hips, fingertips pointing

forward.GuidelinesIf your legs or back are too tight to make an L shape, lift your hips by sitting

on a folded blanket or block. Avoid rounding your back.You can check your alignment by

practicing with your back against a wall. Press your shoulders and buttocks into the wall but

notice how the back of your neck and the curve of your low back should not be touching the

wall.Sit toward the front of your sitting bones, drawing your tailbone back. Rotate your inner

thighs toward the floor. See if you can push enough energy into your legs to lift your heels

slightly off the floor.Keep your chin and eyes level with the horizon.If desired, lay sandbags on

the top of your thighs to ground them deeper into the earth.Bharmanasana: Table PoseThis is

probably the first yoga pose that any of us ever did, back when we were infants just learning to

crawl. Therefore, it taps into a younger part of the self as well as an ancient part of our

mammalian brain. If your knees are sensitive or if you’re on a hard surface, fold a blanket under

your knees.bharmanasana %²table pose1. Come onto all fours, with your knees directly below

your hips and your wrists below your shoulders.2. Allow your spine to be neutral, meaning that

it is neither flexed nor extended but relatively flat, like a table.3. Extend from the tip of your

tailbone to the center of your crown, keeping your head level.GuidelinesSpread your fingers

wide, with your middle fingers parallel to each other and your wrist crease parallel to the front

of the mat.Firm your belly into your core.Open the heart by softening the place between your

shoulder blades without collapsing the chest. Press into your palms to draw the ears away from



the shoulders.[contents]2 For more on the downward current, see Creating On Purpose: The

Spiritual Technology of Manifesting Through the Chakras by Anodea Judith and Lion Goodman

(Sounds True, 2012).3 This is an adaptation of the Accordion Exercise by Stanley

Keleman.Opening the Inner TempleGrace is the power of the Absolute in its infinitely loving

emanation of being.~anodea judithMost of us spend the majority of our time focusing our

attention outward. We focus on the road while we’re driving, on the television, the Internet, our

cell phone, our kids, or any of the myriad things that grab our attention each day. We

concentrate on the tasks we’re doing, just as I am looking at a computer screen right now as I

type and you are looking at these words on a page. Even the practice of yoga today tends to

focus on the outer form—getting your alignment just right and looking good and often moving

so quickly from one pose to another that students don’t have time to focus inward. We are

aware of what we focus on, but where does the attention come from? Embracing the source of

consciousness is one of the essential purposes of yoga.There is a very sacred place at the

center of you that I call the inner temple. It is a palace of splendor and illumination, a refuge of

exquisite peace and tranquility, the sacred residence of the Divine within. The body is the outer

form of this temple. Keeping the body healthy and vibrant is essential for maintaining the inner

temple. But yoga, as the connecting yoke between the worlds, serves both the physical temple

and the spiritual reality within.The chakras can be seen as chambers in the temple of the body.

By opening these chambers, you gain access to the inside of this temple and give the god

Shiva (who represents pure consciousness) and the goddess Shakti (who represents the

energy of life) a place to join together. Of course the inner temple is not a literal space; if you

dissected someone, you would not find an empty space inside the body. But it does give you a

sense of spaciousness when the subtle energy of the chakras opens up and allows you room

to dwell within the temple of your own being.In addition, the chakras are portals between the

inner and outer worlds, connection points between mind and body, acting as resistors and

capacitors in the flow of life energy. As portals, they filter or distill energy from the outside, as

well as limit or enhance what gets expressed from inside. Because chakras are the gateways

through which this exchange takes place between inner and outer, it is essential that you come

to understand how to care for them.The purpose of chakra-based yoga is to discover the keys

to opening each chamber in your inner temple and awaken the Divine within. The body is the

vehicle you take to get there. Your consciousness is the driver that will guide the way. The

practices contained herein are the keys. Yoga provides the path. The chakra system is the

map.What Are the Chakras?If you are new to studying the chakra system or if you are a

teacher who wants to teach this subject to your students, you will need to be able to explain the

chakra system in basic terms. I find the best way to do that is through direct experience of your

own subtle energy. In yoga, that subtle energy is called prana, a word that means first unit.

Prana is the basic energy of life. It exists in everything—sunlight, air, food, and the energetic

exchanges you have with other people and the environment. The body handles prana within

the cells, through various channels called nadis, and through the chakras.Here’s a simple

exercise that helps people have a tangible experience of how it feels to open a chakra and

experience the subtle energy. It involves opening the minor chakras that exist in the hands.

Because the hands are relatively unencumbered by the psychological baggage that our major

chakras pick up along the way, they are much easier to open and experience, so this tends to

work with almost anyone. I like to start with this exercise before I give the more intellectual

knowledge.Your hand opens and closes and opens and closes. If it were always a fist or always

stretched open, you would be paralyzed. Your deepest presence is in every small contracting

and expanding, the two as beautifully balanced and coordinated as bird wings.rumiOpening the



Hand Chakras1. Extend both arms out in front of you with elbows straight, preferably with one

hand up and one hand down as in position B.2. Open and close your palms rapidly, moving

many times from fully open to fully closed. Make sure you really stretch your fingers all the way

open and then make a complete fist (positions A and B). Do this until your hands start to feel

tired.3. Then separate your hands as wide as your shoulders and, with relaxed palms, very

slowly bring your open palms toward each other (position C).4. As your palms come within a

few inches of each other, you may experience a subtle field of energy between your hands,

almost like a magnetic field. If you tune in very closely, you might even feel it as a spinning

vortex of energy.positions from far left %²a, hands open wide, b, hands in fists, and c, palms 8

inches apartThis is what a chakra feels like—a spinning vortex of subtle energy, reflecting the

Sanskrit meaning of the word chakra as wheel. The hand chakras are very simple to open.

Once activated, they not only have more energy, but they become more sensitive, so this is an

easy way to experience what is meant by subtle energy. Some people have trouble feeling this

energy because it is so subtle. Don’t expect it to feel like plugging into a socket. It’s called

“subtle energy” for a reason!This exercise also reflects a basic principle in yoga. You activated

your hand chakras through a process of expansion and contraction—reflecting the basic

pulsation of life, which in yoga is called spanda. Your lungs do this every time you breathe; your

heart, every time it beats. You activate the chakras in your body in a similar way—it’s just that it

becomes a bit more complicated when it comes to the torso and the major chakras at the core.

This is the purpose of yoga asanas, or postures, which use expansion and contraction in a way

that moves prana, or energy, into different parts of the body.So now that you’ve had a direct

experience of feeling the energy generated between your hands, repeat the exercise again and

see if you can feel the energy of the chakra itself in your hands.What does it feel like when your

hand generates a field of energy through the flesh of your palm and fingers? Do you feel a

subtle vibration or perhaps a warmth or tingling? Can you feel that your hand chakra not only

generates energy but is a living center of energy itself? Can you feel a difference between your

two hands? Is one of them more open than the other? What happens when you put your

activated hand on your heart or some other place on your body?Defining the ChakrasNow let’s

develop a deeper understanding of what a chakra is and what it does. It is an energy center,

yes, but even more, it is a center that coordinates energy for the system as a whole, much like

an office coordinates energy for a business. In this way, a fuller definition of a chakra is “a

chamber in the temple of the body that receives, assimilates, and transmits life force energy.”

To open your inner temple and gain access to its resplendent interior, you must be able to

enter and dwell in each chamber and operate effectively from each chakra’s center.A chakra is

a chamber in the temple of the body that receives, assimilates, and transmits life force

energy.Let’s look at the parallel between the chakras in your body and the chambers in your

home. Most likely your home has a kitchen—a place where you receive, process, and deliver

food. You sleep in the bedroom and shower in the bathroom. When guests come to visit, you

probably entertain in the living room, which is designed for that experience.Each chamber is

optimally set up for receiving, assimilating, and transmitting a particular kind of energy. You

want each chamber to have what it needs to perform that function: a refrigerator, stove, and

countertop in the kitchen, places to sit in the living room, and a soft place to sleep in the

bedroom. You also want each chamber to be clean enough to perform its function—not too big

or too small to be comfortable. You want each chamber to have a doorway and light from both

outside (through windows) and inside (for when it’s dark), as well as good air circulation. You

can definitely have a chamber that isn’t well equipped with these things, but you wouldn’t want

to spend much time there.In the same way, your chakras need the necessary internal



structures to handle the type of energy that is related to their function. For example: to handle

earth energy in the first chakra, you need to be able to eat, digest, and eliminate food. To have

a healthy relationship (fourth chakra), you need good self-esteem, some basic relationship

skills, and an open heart. The second chakra needs to be able to receive, accept, and express

sexual and emotional energy. The third chakra handles power, the fifth chakra processes

communication, the sixth chakra receives intuition and turns it into insight, and the seventh

chakra represents consciousness itself.Each chakra needs to be able to receive energy from

outside, to assimilate that energy into the body-mind complex, and to express, or discharge,

energy. This means that each chakra has a kind of gateway where energy enters and leaves

the chamber, as well as a core center where energy is assimilated and distributed through the

body.Balancing Excess and Deficiency in the ChakrasTo keep a chakra in balance, it needs to

be able to do all three of these functions—receiving, assimilating, and expressing—at its

appropriate level. Receiving more than we can assimilate is like eating more than we can

digest: we get indigestion and can’t process all the material. The chakra becomes too full, or

what I call excessive, and it doesn’t function as well. Eventually, overeating turns into excess

body weight—energy that becomes dense and stagnant because we haven’t been able to

assimilate the input. You could say we have too much of the first chakra’s element of earth. We

get heavy.An excessive chakra results from a defensive pattern in life that is trying to

compensate for something we didn’t get enough of, such as safety, pleasure, attention, power,

or love. We become overly attached, fixated at that level, still trying to obtain fulfillment or

healing.However, if we release or express more energy than we take in, we become depleted,

which results in a deficient chakra. If the first chakra becomes deficient, for example, then we

tend to be underweight and ungrounded, and we have trouble feeling like we matter. Deficiency

can happen through any chakra—through the inability to receive or the habit of releasing too

much. For instance, too much activity (an excessive third chakra) will eventually make us feel

tired, and the resulting low energy is characteristic of a deficient third chakra. Being unable to

receive love (or even perceive that it’s there) results in a deficient heart chakra. That deficiency

then makes it more difficult to receive because the chakra closes up like a flower and it’s

harder for love to get through the defensive wall.A deficient chakra results from an avoidance

strategy, avoiding something we might not have the tools or desire to deal with, while an

excessive chakra is a compensating strategy. We can avoid taking our power and feel like a

victim (third chakra deficiency), or we can compensate for feeling powerless by being a bully

(third chakra excess). We can avoid our emotions by numbing out or compensate by focusing

on them too much. Both attachment and avoidance are two of the kleshas, or afflictions, that

create obstacles on the path in yoga.4An unbalanced chakra influences other chakras and the

rest of your energy system. Poor grounding makes it hard to be powerful. Lack of power makes

it hard to express yourself. Eventually problems show up, either externally in jobs or

relationships, or they manifest in your internal world through illness, limiting beliefs, or difficult

emotional states. Excess and deficient characteristics of the chakras are included in the chart

of chakra correspondences shown on the following page. More information about the

psychological causes of these imbalances can be found in my previous book Eastern Body,

Western Mind,5 while this book focuses specifically on using yoga practices to awaken and

balance the chakras.Like a chamber, chakras have gates through which energy enters and

leaves each center. Those gates serve to keep energy in as well as to keep energy out,

according to what is needed. A child may defend against a parent’s toxic energy by trying to

keep that energy out of their chakras. Or a child may get the message that their inner emotions

are not acceptable, and then use these gates to inhibit their own vital energy from expressing



itself. These defensive strategies, which are formed unconsciously, become like sentry guards

who monitor the gates of the chakras and check everything that enters or exits. This slows

down the flow of vital energy between the inner and outer worlds. To heal these unconscious

strategies requires becoming conscious of them.Energetically, a deficient chakra needs to

charge itself up—to receive and assimilate more energy and learn to expand. This requires

increased focus and attention, perhaps directing energy from other places that are more

excessive. An excessive chakra, by contrast, needs to release energy, or discharge, and even

contract. We need to make that aspect of ourselves a little less important and let go of our

attachments in that area.While a chakra can become unbalanced within itself, the chakras also

try to balance each other out. Someone who is not very grounded in their lower chakras may

live in their head or try to balance their disembodiment with excessive spirituality. Someone

who is emotionally insecure may be excessive in their throat chakra and talk too much. In some

cases, we can exhibit excessive and deficient characteristics in the same chakra. These are

just more complex defenses that have been trying to create balance by emphasizing some

parts of the chakra but avoiding others. A person whose second chakra has a high sexual

charge and a low emotional charge or someone who is powerful at work but powerless at

home is exhibiting both excessive and deficient characteristics in the same chakra.There are

many possibilities in how you arrange energy throughout your chakras; it all depends on which

strategies worked for you in the past and which ones didn’t. Over time you adopted the

“successful” strategies and discarded the ones that got you in trouble. However, the strategies

you adopted as a child often work against you in adulthood. The defenses later become

blockages, fixating your life force, inhibiting the flow of energy into and out of your chakras, and

keeping you from fully occupying your inner temple. They become hard-wired into your physical

structure as body armor in the form of muscular tension, excess weight, numbness, or disease.

Yoga is a good way to combat body armor, not only because it stretches and conditions the

body, but because it increases awareness and distributes energy into places that have been

shut off from consciousness.You gain access through your inner axis.anodea judithAccessing

the CoreEverything in life has a core: every blade of grass, every tree trunk, every leaf on the

tree, every cell, and every person. Even concepts have a core, as do homes, planets, and

stars. The core is what everything, living and non-living, has in common. For this reason, I think

of the core as the divine center from which everything originates—the source of all creation.

The core is God/Goddess, or whatever name you prefer for the Divine.I like to think of CORE

as standing for Consciousness Organized in Relation to Energy. Your consciousness

developed as you encountered both positive and negative experiences in your life. If you’re

reading these words, then you survived those experiences. But you survived because you

learned to deal with them in some way. You probably closed down some aspects of yourself,

while ramping up other traits. You moved toward or away from things, either compensating or

avoiding or some combination of both. In this way, you formed the shape of your core by how

you dealt with life. This happens first in your energy body, then in the structures and tissues of

your physical body, then in your behaviors, which are further reinforced by experience.%² chakras

as energetic storage pouches in the pranic tubeIf the chakras represent the seven chambers of

the inner temple, then accessing your deepest core is the master key that unlocks these

chambers. By core I don’t mean the mid-torso muscle strength that has become the focus in

exercise classes these days. Instead, I am referring to the vertical channel running between

your crown and your base through the deepest center of you, called your sushumna, or central

axis. When your chakras are aligned, the core is an open and expanding tube of prana in which

energy flows easily both upward and downward, through all the chakras, into the body, and in



exchange with the world. Think of the sushumna as a pranic tube that distills the subtle energy

from its coarsest form to its finest. It is also your most direct connection between heaven and

earth, and your deepest access to Source.The chakras can be thought of as energetic

pouches in the pranic tube for storing energy that moves up and down the core. In addition to

receiving, assimilating, and transmitting energy, they also store energy at a particular level for

use in your life, much the way the stomach stores food to digest slowly and release energy. If

you get a nice feeling in your heart from sharing love with someone, it’s beneficial to be able to

keep that energy there when you feel lonely or scared. Expanding your chambers allows you to

store more energy in your chakras.To access your core is to access the Divine within, but that

Divine is bigger, deeper, and higher than most of us can allow within our core. In fact, with the

restrictions most of us have, it is even difficult to withstand the full force of divine prana, should

we be lucky enough to experience it. For that reason, we need to open the chakras. If the body

is the vehicle and the chakras are the map, the core is the master key that unlocks

everything.The fulfillment of your highest potential is directly proportional to your ability to

function as a clean and efficient channel.erich schiffmannClearing the NadisIn yoga

terminology, energy, or prana, travels through us via subtle pathways called nadis, a Sanskrit

word that means movement or flow. Nadis come in all shapes and sizes, from major highways

like the sushumna going right up the center to well-established routes like the ida and pingala

making figure eights around the chakras (see figure) to minor nadis flowing through each cell.

Just as our major highways in the outer world serve to transport food and goods to cities,

stores, and homes, the nadis distribute prana to the various chakras and throughout the

body.The chakras are places where many nadis meet, much like a city is an intersection of

highways, phone lines, plumbing, and people. There is more activity and energy in a city than

along the back roads, but those back roads are still important.Yoga is a practice that clears the

nadis for the distribution and full experience of prana, or life force. Prana brings vitality and

health to the body. It brings consciousness and presence in the here and now. As the nadis are

cleared through the practice of yoga asanas (postures), pranayama (breathing practices), right

action (karma), and meditation, the chakras are cleared and energized. They begin to shine

like polished jewels emanating a light from within. You experience more spaciousness inside

your body and have greater access to your inner temple.%² the ida and pingala nadisflowing

around the chakrasAt such times I felt instinctively that a life and death struggle was going on

inside me in which I, the owner of the body, was entirely powerless to take part, forced to lie

quietly and watch as a spectator to the weird drama unfolding in my own flesh.Gopi

KrishnaKundaliniNo discussion of the chakras would be complete without discussing Kundalini,

the underlying spiritual force of chakra awakening. Often misunderstood and always

mysterious, this serpentlike goddess of the chakras is the form that Shakti sometimes takes as

she rises up the spine. As Kundalini-Shakti, she rises in search of her eternal lover and

counterpart, Shiva.Kundalini is a force that lies latent within each person. Latent, there is little

drive toward awakening or perhaps the drive is scattered or sporadic. Spirituality may well

exist, practices may be beneficial, but the underlying force that activates these practices may

be absent. Many people have said to me over the years, “Oh, I’ve tried meditation (or yoga or

pranayama or…) and it just didn’t do much for me.” I’ve never met anyone with a Kundalini

experience who would say that.Kundalini is like the electricity that runs through a string of

Christmas lights. The lights are there, and they may even have pretty ornaments hanging from

them, but until the energy shoots through the wire, there is nothing special about them. Once lit

up, they provide a whole new experience. When Kundalini energizes the chakras, they are no

longer an intellectual concept but a direct experience.Kundalini is an archetypal force that



needs to be understood symbolically, if not experientially. Symbolically, she is said to lie coiled

three and one-half times around the root chakra, perhaps holding matter together. (Kundala

means coiled.) When she awakens, she journeys up the spine, piercing and activating each

chakra in turn. Her final goal is to reach the crown chakra and merge with Shiva, then reside

with him in eternal union in the heart.When Kundalini energizes the chakras, they are no

longer an intellectual concept but a direct experience.Experientially, Kundalini is an electrifying

spiritual force that runs through the body, shaking you to your core. Her power and presence

can be invited through prayers and practices, but she is only activated through grace. Whether

that grace comes from a qualified guru giving shaktipat (direct transmission), from years of

yoga or meditation, from stress that breaks down defenses, or even from drugs or fasting, once

Kundalini awakens she is an autonomous healing force that moves within you of her own

accord.Most people can neither start nor stop Kundalini with their will. She may appear briefly

for moments, intermittently for years, or become a constant presence that changes your entire

perspective on life. Always she is a teacher, seeking to dissolve illusion and blockages in order

to reveal the true spiritual nature of creation.As such, Kundalini is a tricky force to play with. My

many years of traveling and teaching have exposed me to countless people telling me about

their Kundalini experiences—all of them profound but not all of them pleasant. Awakening is

not always gentle. Some have had trouble sleeping, eating, having sex, or doing many of the

mundane things previously taken for granted. Some have been visited by visions, twisted into

postures by spontaneous movements called kriyas, or heard sounds or voices in their head.

Some thought they were going crazy, as Kundalini can sometimes resemble psychosis. Some

were completely rearranged by the experience, generally for the better, as if the central

organizing principle within their body and their life had suddenly taken charge and pulled

everything together in a more cohesive form. Inevitably, Kundalini pushes up against our

blocks. Until those blocks are dissolved, the experience can be very uncomfortable.Because

Kundalini’s spontaneous movements, or kriyas, are often wavelike or trembling, she is equated

with the movement of a serpent slithering up the spine. Kriyas often resemble yoga postures

and may be the origin of some of the asanas, or yoga postures, that we practice today.

Practicing the asanas consciously is a good way to prepare the body to tolerate and handle the

intense pranic rush of Kundalini. This is why people are advised to engage in years of practice

and study under a true master before engaging the Kundalini force.For these reasons, this is

not a book on Kundalini per se, but rather a book on opening the chakras themselves and

making the way smoother for Kundalini, should she grace you with her presence. As you open

your inner temple, she has a larger place to reside and may visit more peacefully, not having

any walls to knock down. If so, ground yourself, meet her with openness and gratitude, and rely

on your practices. Above all, she should be respected and honored as the divine queen of the

evolutionary life force that runs through us all.The attainment of wholeness requires one to

stake one’s whole being. Nothing less will do. There can be no easier conditions, no

substitutes, no compromises.C. G. JungFormula for WholenessCarl Jung said that everyone

needs an archetype of wholeness to guide their life. As a totality, the chakra system describes

a profound formula for wholeness, spanning the full spectrum of human experience—from your

physical body to your highest spiritual aspirations—and leaving nothing out. It encompasses

your physical and emotional self, your egoic self, your relational and creative self, your intuitive

self, your highest self, and your deepest interior soul.The chakras map onto levels of being that

occur both internally and externally, through the archetypal elements that are deeply

associated with the chakras: earth, water, fire, air, sound, light, and consciousness. 6 These

elements exist within us through the solid, liquid, gaseous, or vibratory elements of our bodies



and all around us through the manifestation of these elements in our world—the earth we walk

upon, the air we breathe, the light we see through our eyes.In this way, the chakras are portals

between the inner and outer worlds—portals through which we access these elements and

bring them into balance. In the external world, many of these elements are severely

threatened. Our earth has extreme environmental issues; water imbalances show up as

droughts or floods. Power is misused while appropriate use of energy is crucial to our

environment. The atmosphere is polluted. We live in a cacophony of conflicting vibrations,

where truth, light, and consciousness are often obscured.It is no wonder that these elements

get scrambled inside ourselves as well. But according to the spiritual maxim as within, so

without, we bring these elements into balance in our world as we balance them within

ourselves. The reverse is also true. As we clean up our environment, as we insist on healthy

food choices or make our voices heard on the airways, we simultaneously create an

environment more conducive to our spiritual growth.
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M. Yi, “Anodea Judith rocks... but my copy has bad publishing!!. I love Anodea Judith’s work
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and she is top notch (I highly recommend Wheels of Life!), her work is detailed and incredibly

helpful. But my copy of the book has poor editing and some of the pictures are placed badly so

they block out the text. I noticed this is the First Edition fourth printing in 2017. Maybe a bad

batch? Ugh it’s frustrating because I want to take in every single word of hers!!! Giving 4 stars,

docking 1 Star because poor publishing, but the author’s work is excellent. Otherwise 5 stars.”

Nina, “Fantastic resource. I've recently fallen in love with yoga and go to a studio 2-3 times

weekly. This book is PERFECT for helping start my home practice and supporting my goals

related to energy healing of the chakras. I love, love, love the poses and sequences listed, and

they're great to do exactly as-is or to mix and match a few poses from each chakra! There is a

beautiful flow to these sequences, and they're challenging too. I will be using this wonderful

book for years to come!! Highly highly recommend.”

C., “Solid Chakra Asana Resource. Another beautifully and articulately composed book from

Anodea Judith. I love how this is set up by chakra and breaks down each pose with pictures,

specific cuing, and guidelines. I have never felt more able to conceptualize the energy of the

chakras as present within the asanas as after reading this book. It is a super great follow-up to

her Eastern Body, Western Mind.”

Leslie E Warren, “Thorough and Motivating!. First yoga book I purchased and I am so pleased

with the author’s approach to instruction. Descriptions and photos makes easy to understand.

Poses organized into Chapters by Chakra. Besides yoga classes twice a week, I do my own

yoga session twice a week. I am motivated to start and complete my own sessions by working

one chapter per session. I have enough time to add my own favorite poses too. I am between

Level I & II. This book is good for Beginners who can leave out more advanced poses.”

Laura Meyer Hall, “Easy access to Chakra yoga.. This is a great book for developing a Chakra

based yoga practice. I have used it to plan parts of classes and whole classes around each

Chakra or general tune in. It's clearly written and a good book for the beginner and more

experienced teacher or for personal practice. Highly recommend it.”

Jena Weeks, “Great for beginners and advanced!. I was pleasantly surprised by this book. I've

been an energy worker for many years so I wasn't expecting anything new, but there was! I

love soaking up the new info and seeing how someone else interprets the energy.”

LJM, “Beautiful and Well-Organized. Beautiful book! It's colorful and well designed. Each

chakra has it's own chapter and there are colored numbers on the sides of the pages so you

can quickly and easily identify the chakra associated with that section. Great photos and easy

to follow directions for the yoga postures. My one complaint is that the pronunciation guide she

gives for the seed mantra sound for each chakra is completely different than what I've read

everywhere else.”

diablo12, “Love it! Would have loved an accompanying app. Love this book! Exactly what I was

looking for. The yoga instructions are great and explained well. My only issue is that its tough to

do yoga from a book, i wish it came with an app to go over the poses or to mix and match.”

Jennifer's Reviews, “Like A Breath of Fresh Air. I am so much enjoying this book.I have been

practising yoga for 49 years, so I'm not a beginner. However, I've suffered from arthritis, an



inherited condition in my case, for even longer - that's why I first tried yoga all those decades

ago.Judith Anodea explains that she developed her extraordinary practice because her own

health condition made it challenging to participate in those yoga classes at the gym, in which

it's more like a competition with the sculpted neighbour on the next mat. Proper yoga schools

don't allow this sort of thing, or at least that's the theory. Practising from Anodea's book was

like a breath of fresh air, as she explained about moving into the pose in your own time, and

feeling it take residence in your body, rather than you forcing the issue.I haven't owned this

book long enough to comment on it's value long term - I'd like to try out the seven-week plan

and see what that does for me. However, the excerises, asanas and other material on the root

chakra have made a real difference in my life after just a few weeks.For excellent writing,

spelling, grammar, understanding of yoga at many levels ~ it's a five star from me.”

Pooh Bear, “Glad I finally bought it !!. This has been on my wish list for over two years now. I

have hummed and hawed, putting it in my basket and taking it out.I borrowed it out the library

last year to see if I liked the feel and layout of the book (had a quick flick through and it sat on

the table until it was time to go back). Numerous times I have bought books and not really got

into them (not that I'm picky, but things like yoga books need to feel right)......and I've never

been too sure about actually doing yoga from a book. It seems faffy so I always resort to

YouTube. However this book is well laid out and seems fairly conducive to working from (she

even says this after using books herself) .I'm Sooooo glad I finally bought this. I am not sure if it

is now the right time or what, but this book has already made a difference and I've only just

read the initial bits and into the root chakra. It explains alot about the imbalances that I actually

experience.I thought I knew something about chakras but actually wasn't aware of the depth of

the affect an out of sync chakra (excessive or depleted) can actually have. It now makes a lot

more sense. Many times I have done chakra yoga videos or meditations thinking it was the

right things but not really getting or feeling the changes required or I thought I would.Everything

is explained in a very down to earth way, so you really only need to read it once to get it. You

feel like she is genuinely sitting down with you talking to you.Looking forward to getting into

the poses now that I actually know more about it and will definitely look into getting more of

Anodea's books into my wish list for future reading.I genuinely don't think you will be

disappointed with this book if you are into yoga or chakras.”

Jane C, “In depth but not complicated. Very pleased with this book. It opens with a general

discussion about the benefits of yoga, before breaking things down for all the chakras in plenty

of detail, without it being overly complex or, for that matter, overly 'woo-woo'!! Each section is

broken down into information regarding the chakra and includes detailed 'how to' descriptions

of postures that are particularly useful, plus a summary of a short routine. Good for both

dipping in and for deeper study.”

Melanie Rawlings, “Thank you, Anodea!. What a hero Anodea Judith is! I used this book during

a bit of healing journey and have learnt so many useful asanas and how to balance my

practice. I also went on to buy her Wheels of Life and Eastern Body Western Mind books which

have really helped me to understand all of the chakras in depth and issues and emotions

related to them. I would call Anodea a guru on the chakra system - very useful for my healing

journey and yoga training.”

Sarah, “Wonderful layout - great instructions. Wonderful layout - great instructions, easy to

follow yoga flow index following each chakra chapter. Each chapter has an introduction, easy to



read, spiritual but not too heavy or esoteric. Anodea Judith knows how to make the system

understandable and a pleasure to discover. The yoga is simple enough for beginners and more

advanced poses come with plenty of tips for adjustments.”

The book by Anodea Judith has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 613 people have provided feedback.
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